
About the Topic:

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIOT) is getting a great amount of attention, as our world enters the

digital age. IIOT is, also, commonly referred to as Industry 4.0 or Smart Manufacturing. Although most

manufacturing companies feel pressure to implement IIOT, most companies haven’t yet determined

how IIOT concepts apply to their business or what problems the IIOT is supposed to solve. With

technology becoming more readily accessible, data is only going to become ever more increasingly

relevant. Ultimately, those, who can harness the power of their data, will lead the pack; being set apart,

as able to further drive productivity improvements to positive financial outcomes, from those who do

not and fight to stay relevant, as competitive pressures heighten. Is your company transforming to

adopt IIOT practices, translating your data into a meaningful format that drives actionable insights?

Our presentation is geared to start demystifying the concepts of IIOT and applicable ISA standards:

 What is Digital Maturity

 Varying Degrees of Analytics

 Importance of Infrastructure

 Importance of Standardization

 Compute where it make sense – Cloud vs Edge

 Relevant ISA Standards to IIOT

o ISA 18, 50, 84, 88, 95, 99, 100, 101, 104, 106, 108 and 112
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Ms. Mansfield is an industrial automation professional with 15 years of

relevant industry experience. Jennifer holds a Bachelor of Engineering in

Chemical Engineering from Youngstown State University (Youngstown, OH,

2002). Starting her career in 2002 as a Maintenance Manager / Project

Engineer for Frito-Lay, Jennifer became familiar with the financial constraints

manufacturing organizations face and the balance of appropriately justifying a

Return on Investment (ROI) to prioritizing productivity improvements. In

2007, Jennifer joined Rockwell Automation and became a certified Project

Manager Professional, the focus of her career remained toward managing the financial validity of

automation projects and correlating back to justified business decisions for customers. After transition

from Project Management to Global Sales in 2012, Jennifer has focused on a global install base of

industrial automation and importance of cost, reliability and obsolescence and the positive impacts

standardization can lend in driving positive financial outcomes. In her most recent role, Business

Development Manager, Jennifer is focused helping customers overcome challenges of implementing

manufacturing analytics and navigating the journey to becoming a Smart Manufacturer / Machine

Builder. Jennifer is a strong believer that standardization is a powerful tool to driving positive results

and engineering excellence, especially when considering IIOT.



Ms. Mansfield has been a member of ISA and the Cleveland Section since 2012 and this year serves as

the Cleveland Section’s 2017-2018 Membership Chair.


